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We’re delighted to announce that Accelerating Experience has again 

been included in the Financial Times’ UK’s Leading Management 

Consultants Awards 2021 in the category:  

People and Performance  

with a Silver rating this year. 

These Awards are based on both client and peer 

recommendations, so we are especially gratified to be included 

for the third year running.  

It's great there’s a place for specialist boutiques in the Awards. 

And it’s very encouraging because they prove that what we do 

has prompted Clients to endorse the benefits we bring. We’re in the company of global household 

name players as other Silver rated Award winners in this category, and we’d like to thank everyone 

who’s been part of this shared success.   

The global Covid pandemic has created huge challenges for business leaders and their colleagues 

in the past year, strategically and tactically, commercially and operationally, physically and mentally 

with many new threats and opportunities. And whilst the emergence of vaccines provides a more 

optimistic context for 2021, a new “normal” is still some way off. The leadership, people and business 

performance issues are stretching many organisations, and the benefit of an experienced partner 

and independent sounding board is clear to see. 

Supporting business leaders individually and collectively, finding new ways of working, getting the 

best out of all their people to grasp market opportunities. That’s what we do.  

It’s a business winning strategy for all organisations with a huge prize.  

 

 

 

 

Accelerating Experience is a multi award-winning Business Performance and Leadership Consultancy. 

Our network of consultants combines high level business leadership experience with an uncompromising focus on driving 

tangible value creation. Taking a tailored, mentoring approach to every client relationship, we work with leadership teams 

large and small to improve organisational performance in a way that lasts. With clients in international organisations, major 

partnerships and private equity backed companies, we’ve helped to create extra value in the £100s of millions. 
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